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Thank you, Bruce.   

To everyone else joining us here today, thanks -    

And welcome to the campaign pre-season.   

Today, we learned that Olivia Chow’s team is busy announcing some endorsements    

Her first book is due out in just a few weeks, timed for the January campaign season instead of the 

Christmas buying season. 

Yet officially, we’re supposed to pretend she isn’t actually running for Mayor yet.   

Meanwhile, there’s John Tory, a professional corporate director, radio host, and a registered lobbyist on 

Canadian wireless policy.  

John’s a busy man – but if you’re planning on hosting a debate, a panel, a wedding, or even a bar 

mitzvah, you should ask for his help, since he’s probably willing to be your Master of Ceremonies.   

Apparently, he’s not campaigning either.   

Last week, Karen Stintz’s supporters received an email updating them on how they could help her as she 

makes tough decisions at City Hall.   

The email used a strange new dialect for her; for example, it used the word “folks” twice in the same 

paragraph    

– but that passionate appeal for help makes no reference to the fact that she might just be campaigning 

for Mayor.   

As the snow falls, and the calendar gets closer to Christmas, there’s an awful lot of men and women out 

there who very definitely aren’t campaigning for the office of Mayor in this City.   

In my case, I’ve never felt the need to waste anyone’s time pretending.   

I’m going to run for Mayor in 2014.   

And I appreciate Bruce’s pre-campaign invitation today because it’s a chance to talk about one of the 

more abstract reasons why I’m putting my name forward.   

And there might not be another chance in the heat of the real, legal campaign to talk about abstract 

ideas.   

[PAUSE]   

I’m talking about what people used to call temperament. 

When I represented Scarborough at City Hall, I made a point of defining myself by my willingness to 

work constructively with people I strongly disagreed with.   



I didn’t operate that way just because it’s the decent thing or the professional thing to do – although it’s 

both.   

I also operated that way because it’s the only effective way to get things done in city politics.   

For example, Toronto’s City Council system has forty-four councillors and a weak-mayor system.   

In that reality, a leader who can’t consistently earn the support of councillors from more than one 

faction, neighbourhood, gender or ideology isn’t really a leader at all.   

For example, earlier in the last decade, Toronto faced a serious economic challenge – a challenge that 

our predecessors built up over decades.   

It’s a problem that can’t be legitimately blamed on any one faction or ideology.   

In Toronto, as in many other Canadian cities, councillors had broad authority to raise business and 

residential property taxes at different speeds.   

Over time, the political consequence of that policy was simple.   

Old school politicians only cared about where the votes were - so they taxed politically, instead of taxing 

strategically, thoughtfully or fairly.   

Homeowners tend to vote – but apartment tenants, less so.   

So renters were forced to pay higher tax property taxes which flowed through to their rents – and they 

still do. 

Dentists’ offices, grocers, retailers and bank branches didn’t vote, so they had to pay higher rates of tax 

as well.   

Factories don’t vote, so our job-rich manufacturers paid more, too.   

The damage done was – and it still is – far worse in Toronto than in most other cities.   

In Toronto, when I came in as budget chair, the average commercial tax rate was highest in the country 

– and double the rates in neighboring cities like Mississauga or Markham.    

Taken alone, the industrial rate was even higher - almost 10%.   

High multi-residential rates discouraged private rental construction before the condo boom picked up 

some of the slack.   

And it created a clear incentive for businesses to locate and relocate jobs elsewhere in the GTA - beyond 

the easy reach of Toronto’s residents and services.   

Fixing this imbalance became a top priority for two parties at Queen’s Park, for business groups like the 

Board of Trade, for small business leaders and even for urban economists.   

It was a top priority – but for years, nothing was done; fixing the problem meant biting a bullet that 

nobody wanted to bite.   

[PAUSE]    



I’m proud to say that in my second year as Council’s budget chief, we took responsible, pragmatic action 

to correct that problem.  

It would be more fun to say “*I* took action - alone” – the same way that some people are walking 

around town saying “I built a subway in Scarborough.”    

But City Hall is rarely that simple – and that’s my point.   

In July of 2005, we came forward with the first proposal to rebalance tax rates.   

The shift set into motion was meant to be gentle, and responsible – phased in over 15 years.    

In October 2005, Council voted on the plan – and it passed by a margin of three to one.   

With some fine-tuning done to speed things up after I left City Hall, business and multi-res taxes have 

continued to drop – and they’ll be just over twice the rates residential taxpayers pay by 2015, where 

they were once as high as four times that ratio.   

That’s still not good enough to compete with neighbouring jurisdictions – but the imbalance would have 

been dangerously high if we hadn’t acted when we did.   

[PAUSE]   

Now, here’s the thing: bringing business tax rates down wasn’t exactly a top cause for the progressive 

faction on Council.   

It wasn’t an election priority for David Miller, and it certainly wasn’t a priority for his allies outside City 

Hall.    

But I was able to win over progressives alongside conservatives because we focused on making a case 

instead of a picking a fight.  

[PAUSE]   

I want to turn to a similar example in the area of public safety.   

There, too, we have an area where ideological gridlock is holding City Hall back.   

There, too, we have an area where we need leaders willing to build new, broader coalitions for change.   

But before I speak to that, I want to note that today is an important day for City Hall, as many 

Torontonians will be paying their respects to Constable John Zivcic and his family.   

Nothing any of us in politics can ever say or do will measure up to the extra risks that public safety 

workers take on our behalf, and the tragedies that sometimes result.   

Constable Zivcic lost his life in the line of duty – notably, in pursuit of a drunk driver.   

I hope all of us here today can find a way to at least pause and think of the risks of public service in 

future.   

[PAUSE]   

Yet the thing about city life, is that cities must move on.   



The daily rush of Toronto is such that even as we mourn a loss, there are full shifts of police officers, 

firefighters and paramedics all back at work this morning, taking new risks and solving new challenges as 

if today is any other day.   

And it’s City Hall’s obligation to lead, to think, and to set policy as if our public safety services are human 

organizations like any other, with fixable imperfections.     

When it comes to the debate over how we deliver emergency services, at what cost, and with what 

outcomes – there’s another example of why we need a radically different style of leadership to get 

actual results at City Hall.   

If we want well-equipped, fairly paid, motivated public servants – and I do – then we need to be willing 

to consider shifting resources from the backroom to the frontline.   

If we want safer streets – and I do – then we need to take a holistic view, measuring progress by what 

we’re getting, not by what we’re spending to get it.  

Yet, the very idea that we could even debate these issues has been completely abandoned.   

Public safety services take up the highest portion of our City budget – by far - yet many fiscal 

conservatives refuse to even allow for the idea that we could modernize, innovate or reorganize.    

On the centre and the right, councillors are afraid of tackling these issues because they fear they’ll upset 

powerful unions and constituencies – and dwell on the irony if you will.   

On the left, councillors are afraid of proposing reforms because they’ll be labeled as soft on crime or 

indifferent to public safety.   

And so nothing is debated, and little changes – all because our leaders are too timid to try to change 

minds, build coalitions and persuade opponents.   

We’ve got the same problem on a dozen other fronts –    

Whether it’s the challenge of making room for new housing and affordable housing in a dense city 

landscape;   

Whether it’s improving on old service models and modernizing rules and regulations;   

Whether it’s preserving parks and historic spaces without freezing our city in time and place;    

Or whether it’s finding new ways for our economy to mobilize the new talent that’s arriving in our City 

every day.   

On these fronts, and so many others, we’re still fixed in place, fighting and refighting the same battles 

that we fought ten and twenty years ago.   

And that’s one reason I want my name on the ballot this October.   

I believe we need a Mayor who’s willing to build support for change at City Hall, instead of simply 

announcing changes and expecting a diverse City and a diverse Council to blindly follow those 

announcements. [ 



[PAUSE]   

And one final note.    

If you’ve listened carefully, you’ll have noticed a name that I haven’t mentioned so far.   

I haven’t said anything explicitly about Mayor Ford – nor have I said a word about Councillor Ford, 

Toronto’s other Mayor.   

Now, I served on Council with Rob Ford - and I haven’t forgotten his approach to government – an 

approach where he was often outvoted 43 or 44 to 1, because making a point was more important to 

him than making progress.   

If we judge him by his own standards, his own statements and his own ideas, he’s already failed this city 

by choosing to stay in office.   

Yet many Torontonians out there still want to focus on his accomplishments.     

They’re overrated, but he’s had a few.    

His biggest accomplishment, by far, is to build a Ford-centric view of Toronto,   

Today, every political issue is now being defined by whether it’s Ford, or anti-Ford.   

Mayoral candidates have rushed to fill this void.   

Some are already defining themselves simply as ‘not Ford.’   

Others are struggling to define themselves as ‘nearly Ford’ or ‘almost Ford.’   

[PAUSE]  

I’m not Rob Ford.  

I’m not the Anti-Ford.    

I’m David Soknacki.   

I’m running because I’ve built a successful business from the ground up – and I’m happy to put that 

experience up against others who’ve inherited their path to business success.   

I’m running because I know there are fiscal conservatives out there who believe much more can be done 

to improve services, and to improve the bottom line at the same time.   

I’m running because I didn’t need Rob Ford to tell me what I was already saying when I resigned in 2006.    

What I told the public, then, was that David Miller’s mayoralty was moving outside the furthest 

boundaries of what could be considered to be fiscally responsible…     

Finally, I’m running because I don’t need the Mayor’s help to tell me what Scarborough needs, or wants.    

I’m a lifelong resident of our community– but I also know that Scarborough is a part of a united Toronto.   

I want to help to unite this city – and to repair the divisions that have been artificially created to serve 

the political interests of a few.   



I’m ready to take that job on – even if it means working constructively with people I strongly disagree 

with.   

And, on that note, I hope I can have your attention – and maybe, even, your support – in the coming 

months.   

Thank you. 


